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Sul(kulJEAJournal of Mrnaeement and Business - SIJMB
sukkur IBA Joumal of Management and ausiness lsllve; is a semi-annual research joumal
published by Sukkur IBA University, Pakistan. SIJMB is dedicated to serve as a key resource
to provide practical information for the people associated with business, management,'and
economics research on a global scale.

Mission
sukkur IBA Journal of Management and Business (SIJMB) is a peer-refereed and
m-ultidisciplinary joumal. The mission of SIJMB is to contribuie and piomote research in the field
ofbusiness and management sciences. The joumal encourages findings ofinnovative anJ solution-
adented applied research.

Aims & Obiectives
Sukkur IBA Journal of Menagement and Business (SIJMB) aims to pubrish cutting-edge
research in the field ofbusiness, economics, and management sciences. Ii accepts ";tir;iresearch articles, case sfudies, reviews, and short comments on diverse is.u.r, prout.i-,r, *iqr.
concepts, hypotheses, and solution-ori.o1"6 gpdings in interdisciplinary studies of economics
and management sciences.

sukkur IBA univesity is a non-profit public sector organization and a the journals
published by sukkur IBA platform are funded by the unive-rsity itself and Highei Bir.utioo
Commission.
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Aims
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Submis n Pre tion

consideration (or an explanation has been provided in Comments to the Editor). If an
extended version of conference proceedings paper has been submitted author must
exclusively inform the editor with a covering letter. SIJMB has a policy guideline for an
extended version of submission that must be taken into consideration before submitting
an extended version of a conference paper.

q$hisr ICA UstyeEfiUAnEoft RsedS*tu -;:1.. . - 71-5€y$m0 UAt{i rg}7i (

Puplication or Article Processinq Charses (ApCs)
sukkur IBA Journar of Management ind-Biliness (SIJMB) does not charge any Article
Processing Charges (APCs) or Publication Fees from authors. Sui<kur IBA Univlrsity with the
support of the Higher Education. commission (HEC), pakistan covers the joumui f"uuti.utio,and processing cost to the rarger_interest of disseminaiing and publishing q*ttl .rr!*.n **tfrom the platform of sukkur IBA Journar of Manigement and Business - sIJMB. Inaddition, sIJMB provides a complimentary hard copy"of the joumal to the autho4s; and
supplement copies of the joumal are also distiibuted to HEI a R&i institution, ortne 

"ountry.
Peer-Review Policv
sukkur IBA Journal of Management and Business - SIJMB aims at publishing impactful
research and adopts standard double-blind peer-review process.

SIJMB aims to publish cuuing-edge research in the field ofbusiness, economics and management
sciences. It accepts original research articres, case studies, r"ui.*., *a ,t ort'.ornrr.*i. air"*.
issu.es, pr-oblems, unique concepts, hypotheses, and solution-orieniea finaiogs in int.iai*pri"*y
studies of economics and ma.ragemeni sciences.

To provide valuable platform for national and intemational researchers and publishes their
research findings and disseminates it to the largest stakeholders.

As part ofthe submission process, authors are required to check oftheir submission,s
compliance with all of the following items, and submissions may be retumed to authors that do
not adhere to these guidelines.

The submission has not been previously published, nor submitted to another joumal for

_l
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Sukkur l8A Unive6ity. Airport Road Sukkur6S2CD, Sindh, pakistan Tel: +92
E*nell: info@iba-suk.edu.pk tfl€bGlte:

. If the authors have used the work and./or words ofothers, the authors must ensure that lhe
work and/or words ofothers are appropriately cited or quoted and identify all sources
used in the creation oftheir manuscripts.

' The submission file is in open office, Microsoft word, or RTF document file format.. Where available, URLs for the references have been provided.
. The text is single-spaced; uses a l2-point font; employs italics, rather than underlining

(except with URL addresses); and all illustrations, figures, and tables are placed within
the text at the appropriate points, rather than at the end.. The text adheres to the stylistic and bibliographic requirements outlined in the Author
Guidelines.
contact details (phone number, email, address) of corresponding Author(s) provided
separately in the submitted article?
The submitted article must contain sections for author contribution, data availability, and
funding sources (if any). Please check,'http://journal.iba-

Date

estPractices" for more information.

Author Guidelines
lnstructions given on this page, for convenient article processing.

Format:
The authors are required to follow the APA Stvle Gpide for formatting articles, failing which the
manuscript will not be accepted for publication.

The abstract must begin with a new page. The abshct page should already include the page
header (as given in APA sffle Guide). The abstract should be a single paragraph between 150
and 250 words. Keywords (mor l0 words) from your paper must be listed Ll-ow the abstract.
JE, ClassUication: code must be identified and listed below keywords
Lensth: Formatted as guided (Min: 4,000 - Max: 8,000 words)
Paper Lavout:The paper layout should be as follow;
Font: Times New Roman

!!!!9i l4pts Bold
Alienment: Justifu

Paper Lensth:

Pase/Paper Size: 8.5" x 11" (Leuer) (8.5 inches width x l1 inches height)
Orien tation: Portrait
Marsinsl
Top: 1.0"

-71-5644000 t,AI{: +92-71 (111-785*422) F.r: +92_71-S8O4419
http://www.iba-suk.edu.pk
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Bottom: 1.0"
Left:1.6"
zught:1.6"

Hea Itgs:
l. (r2pts Bold)
l.l. (llpts Bold)
1.1.1. (llpts Bold ltalic)

In-Text Citations & References;

Samn Paoer:

Sukkur IBA Unlverslty, Alrport Road Sukkur.6S2OO, Sindh, paklstan TGI:
E.mrll: tnfo@tba.suk.edu.pk W.br

SUKKUR IBA UNIVERSITY

Date

Barasfaoh Indention: Indent each paragraph single spaces and apply the indention consistently
throughout the paper

$sSlestuel I .0 (single line space) throughout the entire paper
Paee Numberins: Number page consecutively in the bottom middle

Please follow the In-Tex! citations ApA stvle Guide for in-text citations. Authors mav
use Me4delev or s!!g!g In-Text citations & References Management software pa&ages for
in-text citations these software packages are compatible with Miciosoft offrce woid.

Please, download AP4, stvle formatted s.ample oaper. Authors may also dowmload already
published articles in SIJMB and use as a reference for formatting.

Article Preparation Guide:
Please follow the SIJ-MB Article Preparation Guide to prepare and format the paper accordingly.
Articles
As an agreement of publication" we ask you as the corresponding autho(s) with the consent of
all co-author(s) that you execute this agreement.
I . By executing this agreement, you represent and warrant that you are the sole proprietor of all
rights in the accepted work;
a. That the work is original and does not infringe upon any copynght
b. That the work has not been previously published
c. That the work would not be republished reproduction of the work requires permission from the
publisher

d. That the work does not contain anything libelous or otherwise illegal
e. That the work does not contain material from other works protected by copyright without the
written consent ofthe copyright owner.

+92-71-5644000 UAN: +92-71 (ll1-785-422) Flx: +92-71.5804419
Itcr http://www.lba.suk.edu.pk
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2. In retum for said rights, Publisher grants to author(s) the following rights;
a. All Propriety rights relating to the article, other than copyright
b. The right to make oral presentation of the material in any form
c. The right to use, after publication, part or the article in subsequent works ofauthor(s),
provided that wriuen permission is granted by the Publisher, and that the proper

acknowledgement is made to the source and Publisher.
3. The undersigned being aware ofthe facts, accepted all the terms & conditions stated.

Convris t Notice
The SIJMB holds the rights ofall the published papers. Authors are required to transfer
copyrights to joumal to make sure that the paper is solely published in SIJMB, however, authors
and readers can fieely read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts of
its articles and to use them for any other lawful purpose.

The SIJMB is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0 lnternational
License.

Privacy Statement
The names and email addresses entered in this joumal site will be used exclusively for the stated
purposes of this joumal and will not be made available for any other purpose or to any other
party.

I'eer-Revien Policy
Sukkur IBA Journal of Management and Business - SIJMB aims at publishing impactful
research and adopts standard double-blind peer-review process.

Manuscripts submifted for Sukkur IBA Journal of Management and Business - SIJMB are
processed through the standard double-blind peer-review process. Considering the large number
of submissions, review process may take month(s) to complete and corresponding authors will be
intimated the review progress and decision through the joumal's online manuscript management
system,

Currently, submissions are managed by Sukkur IBA Journal of Management and Business -
SIJMB as illustrated in the following steps:

Fd: ii'@dbss!/k.dudk Ur.l- IirilS/lllU,!,nitE-5,Jl/,.,ddr, *.
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Technical Pre-Screening: is carried out by Sukkur IBA University Publications Cell prior to
forwarding to editor to check that the manuscript is complete (i.e. title, affiliations, keyvords,
abstract length (single paragraph min: 150 - max: 250 words) main text (min: 4,000 - max: 8,000
words), and a reference list), English is sufficient for peer-review process, figures are complete
and clear enough to read and manuscript. Submitted papers not meeting these requirementJ will
be retumed to the authors who may re-submit their paper after dealing with the issues raised.

Similarity/Plagiarism Screening Policy: Every submitted article is checked lor the Similarity
report by the editorial team, before initiating the review process. Tumitin software is used by
the SIJMB as prescribed by Higher Education commission (HEC) pakistan, to check the
similarity of paper.

As per HEC policy, in case a manuscript has a similarity index of more than l9o/o overall and
more than 57o in case of single source, it will be immediately either retumed back to the author
for correction and resubmission or will be rejected and archived. This decision is made by the
editorial team, based on the similarity ratio. (Please Note that the parameters for similarity check
involve, Add to No Repository, Exclude Bibliography, Exclude euoted Text).

The Editor-in-Chief pre-screens: submissions to check that they comply with joumal scope &
thematic areas, match vrith the article classifications used by the journal, are ofpotential inierest
to readers and have high relevance. The submission will be retumed to the Author for revision if
it needs to be shortened to match with the length expectations for the article classification type.
Subsequent to pre-screening, the Editor-in-Chief assigns papers for the technical review process.

The Editor-in-Chief with the support of Associate & Managing Editors initiate the double-blind
peer-review process by selecting highly qualified reviewers (having the minimum qualification of
Ph.D. in relevant field with intensive research work background) to evaluate the manuscript.
Associate & Managing Editors can recommend to Editor-in-Chief to reject submissions that they
believe are out ofthe Joumal scope & thematic areas or of low enough quality to not merit review.

Next, extemal reviewers (one national and one from an academically/technically advanced
country) provide detailed comments and make their recommendation: accept, accept with minor
revision, accept major revision, reject or reject with recommended re-submission.

Reviewers' comments are forwarded to the Editor-in-chief who make a decision and, through
the Publications cell, Sukkur IBA University, notifu authors ofthe outcome oftheir papers, and
send them copies of all reviewer comments.

Sukkur IBA UniveEft\*, Airport Read Sukkur,
E-maih i

65200, $ndh, Pakirtan Elr +92=71.5644000 ttAt{r +92=71 (U1=rES-422) fall +92=71=SE0.419
infu @iba-{uk.edu,sk ttleheitel httprlf*wur.iba=suk.edu,p*
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Revised manuscripts submitted via the joumal manuscript management system are retumed to
Editorial Team who, perhaps after further revision or re-review, make a final recommendation to
the Editor-in-Chief.

To get more insights on Peer-Review process, please read the content What is Peer-Review?

Onen Access Policv
sukkur IBA Journal of Management and Business - SIJMB provides immediate open access
to its content on the principle that making research freely available to the public rupports a greater
global exchange of knowledge. To enable unrestristed usage, sIJMB is following ci-ny-
NC license. The SIJMB holds the rights ofall published papers. Authors are requiredlo transfer
copyrights to the joumal to make sure that the paper is solely published in suMB, however,
authors and readers can freely read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full
texts of its articles and to use them for any other lawful purpose.

Plasiarism Policv
Similarity/Plagiarism Screening Policy: Every submitted article is checked for the Similarity
Index report by the editorial team, before initiating the review process. Tumitin software is used
by the sukkur IBA Journal of Management and Business - SIJI\{B as prescribed by Higher
Education commission (HEC) Pakistan, to check the similarity of paper. As per HEC policy, in
case a manuscript has a similarity index of more than t9%o overall and more than 5%o in case
of single source, it will be immediately either retumed back to the author for correction and
resubmission or will be rejected and archived. This decision is made by the editorial team, based
on the similarity ratio. (Please Note that the parameters for similarity check involve, Add to No
Repository, Exclude Bibliography, Exclude Quoted Text).

Final Decision of Acceptance, Revision, Re-submission or Rejection is made by Editor-in-chief
and informed to authors through Publications Cell, Sukkur IBA University.

Since' the review is an honorary job done by reviewers on their interest and availability of time,
the duration ofthe entire peer-review process ideally ranges between l5 and 20 weeks, depending
on reviewers' responsiveness and degree of revisions required. To increase the likeliirood of
acceptance of submissions, authors should consider three critical matters before submission: (a)
target article type (b) scope of sukkur IBA Journal of Management and Business (c)
assessment of relevance and quality.

After Final Acceptance, the Corresponding author will be notified and paper will be forwarded
to technical editors for copy-editing and proof-reading.

get BA t iitp'Sati, 
^ilpat 
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Privacv Poli - Statement
Your privacy is impo(ant to Sukkur IBA Journals. This privacy statement provides information
about the personal information that Sukkur IBA Journals collect and use that personal
information. Your privacy matters to us. We do not rent or sell any personally identifiable
information you provided without your prior written permission.

Personal inform ation collection
Sukkur IBA Journals may collect and use personal information that is necessary for the
processing and publication ofarticle(s) submitted to Sukkur IBA Journals. This information may
include names, affiliation and contact details; including postal address, emails, phone numbers and
fax numbers.

Use of nrovided Personal Information
Any personal infonnation received by Sukkur IBA Joumals will only be used to process and
publish your article(s). Your provided personal information may be used tol
. administer this website
. personalize the website for you
. enable your access to and use of the website services
. process your article(s)
. publish your article(s)
. update you the progress on your submitted article(s)
. To send you promotional and marketing information related to Sukkur IBA Joumals only

Securins your data
Sukkur IBA Journals has been taking reasonable technical and security precaution measures to
prevent the loss, misuse or alteration of your personal information.

Cross-border data transfers
Information that Sukkur IBA Journals collect may be stored and processed in and transferred
between any ol the countries in which Sukkur IBA Journals operate to enable the use of the
information in accordance with this privacy policy.

Sukkur IBA UnNs6rtl. Airporr Road Sukkul-6szm, Sindh, pakistan n|r +92-71.5644000 tAt{r +92=71 (Ut.785-422} F.I: +9a-71-5904419
t'malh info@iba--suk.edu.pk \ltrbsttr htrpr//www.iba=suk.edu.pk
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In addition, personal information that you submit for publication on the website will be published

on the intemet and may be available around the world as Sukkur IBA Journals follow Open

Access Policy.

Privacv Policy - Statement update
Sukkur IBA Journals may update this privacy policy by posting a new version on this website.

You should check this page occasionally to ensure you are familiar with any changes.

Other websites
This website contains links to other websites. Sukkur IBA Journals are not responsible for the
privacy policies or practices ofany third-party or other websites accessed through this website.

Contact Sukkur IBA Journals
Ifyou have any questions about this privacy policy or Sukkur IBA Journals' treatment ofyour
personal information, please send an email to jsulqalg@lbelgk.edupk.

Dieital Archivine Policv
Sukkur IBA Joumal of Management and Business - SIJMB is committed to the permanent
availability and preservation of scholarly research published in SIJMB, SIJMB maintaining
digital archive with following systems/programs as well as maintaining own digital archive
through regular scheduled database backup schemes.

The LOCKSS Program, based at Stanford University Libraries, provides libraries and publishers
with award-winning, low-cost, open source digital preservation tools to preserve and provide
access to persistent and authoritative digital content. Non-for-profit dark archive which stores
all SIJMB content.

Since, SIJMB using Open Joumal Systems that supports the LOCKSS (Lots of Copies Keep
Stuff Safe) system to ensure a secure and permanent archive for the joumal. LOCKSS is open

source software developed at Stanford University Library that enables libraries to preserve

selected web joumals by regularly polling registered journal websites for newly published content
and archiving it. Each archive is continually validated against other library caches, and if content
is found to be comrpted or lost, the other caches or the joumal is used to restore it.

Sukkur l8A Unlvcrslty, Alrport Rord Sukkur=55200, Slndh, p.ktrEn T.l! +92.71-5644000 UAr{r +92.71 (111.785_422) Irx: +92.71.5804419
C-m.ll: tnto@lbr.suk.€du,pk W.brlt.r http://www.lb!=3uk,€du,pk
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CLOCKSS
CLocKSs (Controlled LOCKSS) is a not-for-profit joint ventue between the world's leading
academic publishers and research libraries whose mission is to build a sustainabie, ge-ographically
distributed dark archive with which to ensue the long+erm survival of weu-Lisei scholarly
publications for the benefit of the greater global researclicommunity.

clocKss is for the entire world's benefit. content no longer availabre from any pubtisher("triggered conrent") is available for free. cl,ocKss uniqiely u*ign, mi, uuuriaJneo andorphaned content a creative commons license to ensure it remains available forever.

slnT, slJIvI_P using open Journar systems that arso supports the cLocKSS (controrted Lotsof copies Keep stuff safe) system to ensure u ...*. and permanent archive for thejoumal. cLocKSS is based- upon the open-source LocKSS ,oft**. a"u.iop"J ui stuoro.auniversity Library that enablss libraries 1o p.ese*e selected web joumui. tyi"gur".rl, poil*g
registered joumal websites for newly pubiished content and *"hiring it. gu'.h;.hir" r,continually validated against other librarry caches, and if the content is foind to be comrpted orlost, the other caches or the joumal is used to restore it.

In addition, bibliographic data ofpublished research scholarly work in sukkur IBA Journar ofManagement and Business - SIJN{B is archived in IDEis RepEc rhr"rch ,h. ;;;t ..*i..which is exclusivelv granted to SIJMB for updating tt . iEuaiiiiffiuurr,.j"ont"nilpublished
articles abstract views, downloads and citation statistics are also avai'lable at fnfas il-"pE..

A,4icle PJlocessins or Publishinq Chsrqes
sukkur IBA Journal of Management and Business (sIJrvIB) does not charge any ArticreProcessing charges (APCs), submission or pubrication Fees from authors. sukkur IBAUniversity with the support of Higher Education commission CIucl, iakistan .ou"., tt,.jorrmal publication and processinglost to_ the larger interest of a'irrr*lnutlng una puUfhhingquality research work from the platform of sukkur iBA Journat of Managemeit 

"ouTurir".r.
Sukkur IBA Journar of Management and Business arso provides an immediate open access toits published. content on the principre. that making research freely available i" 1,. p,itri.1"pp"n.
a greater global exchange ofknowledge and dissimination ofideas.

In addition, Sukkur IBA Journar of Management and Business provides a complimentaryprinted hard 99!r of the joumal to aurhor(s) and supplement copiis of the joumal are alsodistributed to HEI & R&D institutions of the country. ' ^

Sukkur IBA Univ€rsity, Airport Roed Sukkur.65 200, Sindh, Pakilten 7€l! +92.71=5644000 UAt{r +92=71 (111.785.422) rel| +92 71-gB0
E.melL info@ibe.iuk.odu,pk WEb.ltc! httpl//r rww,iba.ouk,edu,pk
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il#r'r,ffi:n:charge 
article submission, processing or publication fee from authors from any

tP cti es
The joumals published bv Sukkur IBA University platform folow best practices that areapplicable to ail involved in *truring s.r,oruriviri;*;. Th.r. best practices are developed in
I?:#ir::::'t'national 

ani intemaiional coJ;.;ilil" ro,."r.*ir, *J *J,oiffia.a,o

Following are the areas covered under best practices:

I Ail tio sof Mis nd ct
The followin g procedure will be followed in case ofany complaint/allegation ofmisconduct_

Gather information: who is making the complaint or raising the issue and who shourd thenbecome involved?

. Extemal editor and intemal. publishing contact should always coordinate.' If complaints come into sukkur ,,e univ.^ity tr,r"rgrr any source other than thepublishing contact, the publishing *oru., rt ourJil contacted immediatery.

Ultimately, who is the decision-maker regarding how to resorve and handle the complaint?

. Extemal joumal editor (or society_owner for society joumal):o As to the merits of the claim (pragiarism, sc'ientific procedures, the context of thedispute, prior reported researcir, t[. Uucftgio*a ofiarties;. 
--, -.-- --.-'v^! I

o possibly in conjunction with other co-editrr, m"mu"r, of the editoriar board orsociety, peer reviewers, experts in the field selecteA Uy Ai Jitoro possiblv in conjunction with the "other joumalu .dtd;fi;rffier (especialy formultiple publication issues).

Suk-kur IBA University may need to be involved to herp document the dispute and itsresolution and to provide specialist support from ,i-r. ii i*",o Use the procedures outlined inthis document.

" The professional judgment ofpublishing .ontu.t o, th"i..anager about what"best practices" are with respect to tr,. .iornpruini -aae and its resolution-

Sukkur IBA University, Airport Road Sukkur
E-nallz inlo@ iba- suk.edu.pk Webrltr ': hn'p : / / www.iba-suk.edu. pk

I Fer': +92.7L.s8044t9
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o Professional advice ofone kind or another (obtain an opinion from an extemal
expert or Legal adviser).

. The "obvious,' times:
o Formal legal complaint or brief filed in court.o Letter from an attomey representing an ,,aggrieved,, 

party.o A complaint is made about the infri-ngemeii or u r.gut.iir,t such as copyright,
_ moral rights, or a right ofprivacy.. The less obvious times:
o Plausible (fiom a scientific pe$pective) conflicting claims from several parties

which cannot be-resolved by.the edito-r'thro"ch,h;;.t;;'# ;;;#;outlined herein (zuggesting that significant factuar investigation *irl [. ..quir.al.o Where.o*.11,: made in a notiJe, expressio;;f;;";fi;;;;il;::,
retraction that might be considered defamatory (thir ir urtornuti.iiy .*ii*"a i,the case of retractions).

n*.rq:rg, tn".o.rlru
I ne pubhshlng contact should always help the editor to record and document the claim. Inter aliathey should:

. 
fr:fl*. 

an incidenr report wittr all factual questions (who, what, when, where, why) dealt

' For plagiarism and duplicate publication issues obtain the respective textvarticres.

review/support?
When is an ethics complaint a ,,legal" matter that requires Sukkur IBA University legal

Du process for our authors
When the complaint is made against our author, the general rule will be that the joumal edirorshould contact the author about whom a complaint has been made and the author is given theopportunity to respond/comment. The editor may decide on the basis of the author's response(e.g. if the author is responslve, articulates a clear and convincmg position - and may drawinferences from the opposite as well).

Ipvolv.e other bodies or aeents?
Lonsrder whether there are other bodies or agents that courd or should be involved (ifafter somedegree of investigation, there seems to be soi-re merit in the compraint and the complaint seems

lwrsiv, Ai?port Road Sukkut{S h^ Pakistan lfl: +92-71 -56&|m iJA : +92-71 (lUFmrll into@ib+.sukedu.pk ktcirt: httprlxxmjba-suLedu-pt
-785-422) F : +92-71-58(X419
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one that would be more easily (and reasonably) investigated and solved by that other institution.
Such institutions could include:

. For plagiarism and duplicate publication, the other publisher or joumal involved in
publishing the other text.

. For authorship and fraud claims, the institutions where the research was conducted.

. For bias or unfair/inappropriate competitive acts, institutions that employ the alleged
wrong-doer.

. For the conflict of interest disclosure matters and violation of research standards, funding
agency or employing institutions.

. COPE (Committee on Publication Ethics) does take on some matters, often more high-
profile cases when other avenues are documented as failed.

. Note that we will not necessarily be bound by a finding of an institution or agency ifsuch
finding is not deemed reasonable by the editor (or does not appear to us to be reasonable).

Responsibilitv to our authors
Although these procedures generally assume tlat it is our publication and author or co-authors
who are complained about, it is possible that our authors will raise a complaint with us about
another publication or author:

Usually, this should be a contact made by the journal editor to the editor of the other
joumal directly.
Procedures to be followed generally mirror the procedures outlined herein.

In many cases, the comrnunication ofthe complaint to the author and./or the authors'
institution will in and ofitselfbe considered a significant sanction.
Other remedies (these are not exclusive) may include (in order ofseverity):

o Publication of a notice, corrigendum, or erratum in a future issue (which could
also take the form of an "expression of concem").

o Formal retraction of the article (watermarking the article to indicate it has been
retracted and publication ofa notice as to tle reason.

o The formal removal of the article (the actual deletion from the electronic record, a
remedy suggested only for material that invades a subject's privacy or could cause
serious harm).

Sukku r IBA Universiry Airport Road sukkur-65200, sindh, Pakistan Tel: +92-71-5644000 uAN: +92 -77 (17L-785-422) Fax: +92-71-5804419
E-maiti info@iba_suk.edu.pk Website: http://www.iba_suk.edu.pk
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o Publication of an editorial conceming the ethical issues raised and the joumal's
decision concerning the issues.

o The decision by the editorial board on future submissions by the author or author
group.

All sanctions should be considered and weighed carefully by the editor-in-chief.

Caution resardins defamation claims
In carrying out any investigation, great care should be taken to act fairly and objectively and not
to defame any author (or complainant) in any way, which could give rise to legal liabilities,
including damages. To avoid defamation claims by authors, the following guidelines should be

taken into account in the investigation:

Any inquiries of an author's institution should be made in terms of an "alleged" or
"apparent" violation. The inquiries should clearly state the facts and the allegation
without premature judgrrent of the autlor's culpability.
Information should be gathered carefirlly while imparting as little information as possible
about the suspicion or accusation. To assist with information gathering, PERK provides
form letters to use in investigating claims of unethical behavior.

Credit offers authors the opportr:nity to share an accurate and detailed description of their diverse
contributions to the published work.

The conesponding author is responsible for ensuring that the descriptions are accurate

and agreed upon by all authors.
The role(s) ofall authors should be listed, using the relevant categories.
Authors may have contributed in multiple roles.
Credit in no way changes the joumal's criteria to qualif for authorship.

Credit statements should be provided during the submission process and will appear above the

acknowledgment section of the published paper as shown further below.

Sukkur IBA University, Airport Road Sukkur-55200, 5indh, Pakistan Tel: +92-71-5544000 UAN: +92-71 (111-785-4221Fa}(. +92-:t-SBO44tg
' E-mail: info@iba-suk.edu.pk Webslte: http://www.iba-suk.edu.pk
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Definition
Ideas: formulation or evolution of overarching research goals and aims

Development or desigr of methodology; creation of models

Programming, software development; desigting computer pro$ams;
implementation of the computer code and supporting algorithms; testing of
existing code components

Verification, whether as a part ofthe activity or separate, ofthe overall
replication/ reproducibility of resultVexperiments and other research
outputs

Application of statistioal, mathematical, computational, or other formal
techniques to analyze or synthesize study data

Conducting a research and investigation process, specifically performing
the experiments, or data/evidence collection
Provision of study materials, reagents, materials, patients, laboratory
samples, animals, instrumentation, computing resourc€s, or other analysis
tools

Management activities to arurotate (produce metadata), scrub data, and
maintain research data (including software code, where it is necessary for
interpretiag the data itselfl for initial use and later reuse

Preparation, creatioq and/or presentation of the published work,
specifically writing the initial draft (including substantive translation)

Preparation, creation, and/or prcsentation of the published work by those
from the original research group, specifically critical review, commentary,
or revision - including pre-or post-publication stages

Preparation, creation, and/or presentation of the published work,
specifically visualization/ data presentation

Oversight and leadership responsibility for the research activity planning
and execution, including mentorship extemal to the core tearn

Management and coordination responsibility for the research activity
planning and execution

Acquisition of the financial support for the project leading to this
publication

No: SUK-IBAJ

Term
Conceptualization

Methodology

Software

Validation

Formal analysis

Investigation

Resources

Data Curation

Writing - Original
Draft

Writing - Review &
Editing

Visualization

Supervision

Proj ect
administration

Funding acquisition
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All the joumals published by the Sukkur IBA University platform require to sign statemenl from

Authors, Editors, and Reviewers for potential Conflict of Interest/Competing interest. Such

statement is signed by Authors, Editom, and Reviewers during submission, editorial, and review

process, respectively.

4. Data and Reoroducibilitv
@ Sukkur IBA University platform encoumge data availability

and sharing for icientific use. Thus, the authors are required to opt for one or more than one out

of the following data availability statements in the submitted paper:

. The datasets generated during and/or analyzed during the current shtdy are available in

the INAME] repository, IPERSISTENT WEB LINK TO DATASETS].
. The datasetj generated during and/or analyzed during the cr.[rent study are available from

the conesponding author on reasonable request.
. All data ginerated or analyzed during this study are included in this published article (and

its supplementary information files).
. The datasets generated during and/or analyzed during the cunent study are not publicly

avaitable duelo [REASON(S) WHY DATA ARE NOT PUBLIC] but are available from

the corresponding author on reasonable request.
. Data sharing not applicable to this article as no datasets were generated or analyzed

during the current study.
. The data that support the findings of this study are available from [THIRD PARTY

NAME] but restrictions apply to the availability of these data, which were used under

license lor the current study, and so are not publicly available. Data are however

available from the authors upon reasonable request and with permission of [THIRD
PARTYNAME].

5. Ethical oversisht
All the joumals published by the Sukkur IBA
consent was taken from the subjects/govemm

University platform need to mention whether the

ent/community or relevant authorities for the use

Sukkur IBA University, Airport Road Sukkur-65200, Sindh, Pakistan Tel: +92-71-5644000 UAN: +92-71 1777-785-422).Faxt +92-71-58O44L
E-mail: info@iba-suk.edu.pk Website: http://www.iba-suk.edu.pk

Samole Credit author statementl

@*odologt, Sofware Priya Singh.: Data curation, Writing-

Origlnal draft preparation. Wang Wu: Visualization, Investigotion. Jan Jansen: Supervision.:

Ajoy Kumar: Software, Validation. : Sun Qi: lVriting' Reviewing and Editing,
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Chief Editor-SUMB

and disclosure of information that may involve the publication on a vulnelable population,

research on animals, human subjects and confidential data.

6, Post-oublication discussion and correptions
pproval is shared with all authors of that article

before publication to report any corections required before the final publication on the joumal

website.

Date

Prof. Syed Muhammad Shah

Vice Chancellor Sukkur IBA

University/Patron SUMB
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